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When it comes to
quality insulation,
we’ve got it covered
Yamato insulation is just about the
best invention. By using continuous
running of insulation it can reduce the 
overall installation time by half and
prevents condensation.

Yamato features a special polyethylene outer film 

that prevents creasing & torn during installation and 

helps to protect the insulation when passing the coil 

through difficult spaces. What’s more, it provides UV 

resistance to the inner insulator.

Your Aircon Will Be
Installed Faster!
Rapid installation time lets you get
your aircon up quicker - in less than
half the average installation time.

Ideal For Your Complex
Renovation Needs!
Protected by a tough outer
polyethylene film. The copper
layer of coil can be pushed through
tight spaces without damaging the
insulation. 

Safe & Compatible With
All Aircon Systems!
R410A refrigerant is currently the
market’s leading and most commonly
used gas for aircons. Yamato’s
insulation comes in various sizes that
are best suitable for use with R410A.

Start Say Sayonara To
Water Leaking!
The insulation has unlimited length
thus eliminating uneccessary joining
and cutting for better sealing.

Lesser Cool Lost So You
Can Save Even More!
High K value than usual insulation
used in the market, has lesser cool
lost thus increases performance.
Saves more energy and lessen your
electrical bills in the long run.

卓越した性能と耐久性を実現した詳細設計

しわの防止、耐久性の
向上！

耐UV性とパフォーマン
スの向上！

施工時間を最大50％し
ょ削減！

Yamato Insulation:
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All this makes Yamato easier to install and ensures

ultra-long-life performance. Resistance to abrasion

and wear and tear. Yamato insulation has passed a 

stringent lab test on condensation factor with a high 

humidity at +95% environment and a harsh room

temperature different between, -30 deg C, + 45 deg C. 

So when you want the job done fast with reliability,

get Yamato, offered only at BEST TECH. 


